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Abstract To determine the relationship between the genetic
and environmental risk factors for common internalizing
psychopathology (IP) and mental well-being (MWB), we
examined detailed measures of emotional, social and psychological well-being, and a history of major depression
(MD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and panic attacks
in the last year, in 1,386 twins from same-sex pairs from the
MIDUS national USA sample assessed in 1995 and then again
in 2005. Statistical analyses were performed with the Mx
program. In the 1995 data, the best fit model contained one
substantially heritable common factor for MD, GAD and
panic attacks, and one strongly heritable common factor for
the three well-being measures. Genetic and environmental
risk factors for IP accounted for, respectively, 50 and 5%, of
the genetic and environmental influences on MWB. We then
constructed, using 1995 and 2005 data, two common factors
that reflected temporally stable influences on (i) MD and
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GAD, and (ii) on emotional and psychological well-being.
Genetic and environmental risk factors for the stable liability
to IP accounted for 41 and 29% of the stable genetic and
environmental influences, respectively, on MWB. This study
suggests that genetic risk factors for IP make up 41–50% of the
genetic influences on MWB. The overlap of environmental
risk factors is more modest. Although low levels of IP on
average reflect a high genetic propensity for MWB, other
independent genetic influences play an important role in
producing good mental health.
Keywords Depression  Anxiety  Well-being 
Longitudinal twin studies  Internalizing disorders

A wide range of family, twin and adoption studies support an
important role for genetic factors in the etiology of the
common internalizing psychiatric syndromes of major
depression (Kendler et al. 2006; Sullivan et al. 2000) and the
anxiety disorders (Hettema et al. 2001), and suggest that these
genetic risk factors are closely inter-related (Kendler et al.
2003; Kendler et al. 2010). For convenience, we will here
consider these disorders as manifestations of ‘‘Internalizing
Psychopathology’’ (IP). Many studies have examined the role
of genetic influences on various measures of well-being (e.g.,
happiness or life satisfaction) generally, and mental wellbeing (MWB) in particular (Lykken and Tellegen 1996; Nes
et al. 2006; Roysamb et al. 2003; Stubbe et al. 2005), and have
consistently found modest to moderate levels of heritability.
These two sets of findings lead to an obvious question: What
is the relationship between the genetic influences on IP and on
MWB? This question is of interest because it sheds light on
the degree to which, from a genetic perspective, mental health
reflects something positive in its own right versus simply the
absence of high risk for mental illness.
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Prior studies have, in the general population, consistently
found that measures of IP and MWB are moderately and
inversely inter-related with correlations typically in the
range of -0.40 to -0.60, suggesting that measures of positive mental health and psychiatric disorders belong to separable but correlated dimensions (Keyes 2002; Keyes 2005).
This moderate phenotypic association of IP and MWB
indicates that the absence of symptoms of IP does not imply
the presence of good mental health for many individuals in
the population. This article attempts to understand the causes
of this phenotypic relationship between IP and MWB. Specifically, we evaluate three hypotheses for the inter-relationship of genetic influences on IP and MWB.
First, the inter-relationship could be very modest. Genetic
influences on IP could have little or no impact on MWB.
Second, consistent with the phenotypic results, this relationship
could be moderate. High levels of MWB could, on average,
reflect both low genetic risk for IP and a substantial contribution
of other independent genetic influences that predispose to
healthy psychological functioning. Third, the inter-relationship
could be very strong so that from a genetic perspective, high
levels of MWB would simply reflect low levels of liability to IP.
Twin studies of both IP and MWB have also demonstrated
the importance of environment influences. A parallel set of
questions could therefore be asked about the relationship
between environmental risk factors for IP and MWB. Are the
two sets of environmental exposures largely unrelated (as
would occur if most depressogenic or anxiogenic environments did not strongly impact on MWB) or are they strongly
and negative correlated (as would be expected if environmental experiences that predisposed to high levels of MWB
were also strongly protective against IP)?
We address these questions, for the first time to our
knowledge, in a nationally representative USA twin sample
that includes a comprehensive assessment of MWB which
measures both happiness (e.g., positive affect or emotional
well-being) and the Aristotelian concept of eudaimonia (i.e.,
doing well or flourishing in terms of psychological and social
well-being (Keyes 2002; Keyes 2005; Keyes 2007)). Our
assessment of IP consists of DSM-IV major depression
(MD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), and panic
attacks (PA) in the last year. Furthermore, this twin sample
was assessed twice over a 10 year period, permitting us to
examine the inter-relationship between the temporally stable
components of the vulnerability to IP and MWB.

Methods
Sample
About 50,000 households that were representative of the
USA population were screened by telephone to determine
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if they knew of immediate relatives who were members of
twin pairs. Inclusion criteria included being first-degree
relatives of the original contact or the contact’s partner,
being between 25 and 74 years old at the time of recruitment, living in the continental USA, being reachable by
telephone, and being fluent in English. A total of 14.8% of
screened households had twin pairs, of which 60% gave
permission for the twins to be contacted for study recruitment. Zygosity was determined using self-report questions
shown to give greater than 90% accuracy in zygosity
diagnosis (Lykken et al. 1990). The racial, ethnic composition of the same-sex twin sample was 84.7% White (nonHispanic) in 1995 and 89.7% in 2005, 4.4% Black in 1995
and 2.7% in 2005, 1.8% ‘‘other’’ minority in 1995, and
1.6% in 2005 (the remaining percent are refusals to
answer).
A longitudinal follow-up of this sample was conducted
in 2005–2006. Because most of the field procedures took
place in 2005, we refer to wave two as ‘‘2005’’. Respondents were offered $20 for completion of MIDUS 1 surveys
and up to $60 for completion of MIDUS 2 surveys as
incentives for participation.
Of those who participated in wave one, the final retention rate for the longitudinal cohort of twins was 78%.
Among those who did not participate in 2005, 130 (9.4%)
refused, and 95 (6.8%) were no longer working telephone
numbers, 57 (4.1%) were deceased (as confirmed by the
National Death Index), and 8 (0.6%) were too ill to be
interviewed. The MIDUS survey complied with Institutional Review Board standards of the University of Wisconsin and of the Harvard Medical School, and
interviewers read to the interviewees a standard informed
consent protocol at the beginning of the telephone
interview.
The 1995 twin sample examined in this report included
a total of 1,386 twins from same-sex twin pairs. Given the
low power to detect qualitative sex effects (Prescott and
Gottesman 1993), we excluded opposite-sex dizygotic
twins from this analysis. The resulting sample contained
670 complete pairs (46 individual twins without their cotwin). The 49 same-sex twin pairs (or 98 individual twins
from a same-sex pair) that are missing from the present
analyses come from 23 twin pairs (or 46 individual twins)
without their co-twin and 26 twin pairs (or 52 individual
twins) with missing data on one of the measures of mental
illness or mental well-being.
The complete same-sex twin pairs were divided into the
following groups: 186 female monozygotic (MZ), 198
female dizygotic (DZ), 163 male MZ, and 123 male DZ,
and had a mean age of 44.6 (SD = 12.2). The 2005 followup sample included 1,079 twins from same-sex twin pairs,
including 453 complete pairs and 173 individual twins
without their co-twin. The complete same-sex twin pairs
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were divided into the following groups: 128 female MZ,
134 female DZ, 112 male MZ, and 79 male DZ, and had a
mean age of 53.9 (SD = 11.8).
Measures
We utilized three measures of MWB, employing the terminology developed by Keyes (Keyes 1998; Keyes 2002;
Keyes 2005; Robitschek and Keyes 2009) based on his and
other’s (Gallagher et al. 2009) studies of the structure of
well-being: emotional, psychological, and social wellbeing.1 As outlined in Table 1, emotional well-being was
assessed by a six-item scale of positive affect and an item
measuring overall life satisfaction (Andrews and Withey
1976; Bradburn 1969; Cantril 1965; Gurin et al. 1960;
Mroczek and Kolarz 1998). The Cronbach alpha reliability
of this seven item emotional well-being scale was ?0.88.
Psychological well-being was assessed by six scales of
three items each (Table 1; Ryff and Keyes 1995). The
Cronbach alpha reliability of the psychological well-being
scale was ?0.76. Social well-being was assessed with five
scales of three items each (Table 1). The Cronbach alpha
reliability of the social well-being scale was ?0.72 (Keyes
1998).
In both the 1995 and 2005 waves, a history of (1) major
depression (MD), (2) generalized anxiety disorder (GAD),
and (3) panic attacks (PA) in the last year was assessed by
phone interview using the highly structured Composite
International Diagnostic Interview Short Form (CIDI-SF)
(Kessler et al. 1998). Studies have shown that this instrument has excellent diagnostic sensitivity and diagnostic
specificity as compared with the DSM-IV diagnoses based
on the full CIDI in the National Comorbidity Study
(Kessler et al. 1999).
Statistical methods
Last year MD, GAD, and PA were treated as dichotomous
threshold traits and the three dimensions of MWB were
treated as five category polychotomies. We examined
the relationship between the genetic and environmental

1

The well-being literature does not have a common set of terms for
describing these dimensions. While many psychologist tend to refer to
emotional well-being as ‘‘subjective well-being,’’ Keyes argues that
all three dimensions of MWB are subjective assessments of wellbeing that are more clearly identified by whether the measures focus
on feeling states (i.e., hedonia) toward one’s life or how well
individuals see themselves functioning in their lives (i.e., eudaimonia), with the latter being distinguished in terms of whether the
functioning is psychological (i.e., more private and personal) or social
(i.e., more public and communal). For consistency with the past
research, which involves the same model in this article, we employ
Keyes’ terminology.
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influences on IP and MWB in two ways. First, we focused
on the 1995 data using last year prevalences of MD, GAD
and PA, and the three measures of MWB.
We began with an atheoretical saturated Cholesky
model with the hope of being able to show that a simple
two common factor model would well describe the data.
We present in Fig. 1 such a two common factor model with
shared environmental effects eliminated for simplicity. The
common factor of IP is indexed by the three individual
disorders (via paths IPM, IPG, and IPP); and the common
factor of MWB is indexed by the three individual forms of
well-being (via paths MWBE, MWBS, and MWBP). All
three forms of MWB also have specific genetic and environmental factors unique to each of them via paths A3
through A8, and E3 through E8, respectively. The genetic
influences on the IP and MWB common factors result from
a factor (A1) that is shared between both factors (via paths
A1I and A1M, respectively) and a factor (A2) that is unique
to the MWB factor via path A2M. (Note: The environmental
influences are modeled analogously.) In this model, the
proportion of genetic influences on MWB that results from
genetic risk factors for IP is easily calculated as A21M/
(A21M ? A22M).
Our second model incorporates both the 1995 and
2005 data. However, to model all of our IP and MWB
variables assessed on both occasions would have required
a model with 12 di- or polychotomous variables. Because
of the demands of multi-dimensional integration, the run
times for such a model in Mx would have been prohibitive. So, we restricted, for these computational reasons,
our longitudinal analysis to two internalizing disorders
and two of the measures of MWB producing a total of
eight variables.
The details of this model, based on the best fitting model
in our first set of analyses, are depicted in Fig. 2. It is
broadly similar to the model used to examine the 1995 data
with two important differences. First, it included general
factors (Internalizing Psychopathology 1 and Mental Wellbeing 1) that reflected responses obtained on the measures
at both the 1995 and 2005 assessments. Thus, these factors
reflected the temporally stable propensities to IP and
MWB, respectively. Second, this model contains two
additional factors (Internalizing Psychopathology 2 and
Mental Well-being 2) that reflect new influences on IP and
MWB which arose between the 1995 and 2005 assessments. As with our earlier model, this model contains
genetic and environmental influences shared between IP
and MWB (A1 for the temporally stable factors and A2 for
the new influences arising at 2005), and such influences
specific for MWB (A3 for the temporally stable factors and
A4 for the new influences arising at 2005).
In studying both same-sex male and female twins, we
can test for quantitative sex effects, allowing us to
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Table 1 Measures of components of the three dimensions of mental well-being
Emotional well-being

Psychological well-being

Social well-being

Positive affect

Self-acceptance

Social acceptance

During the last 30 days, how much of the times—‘‘all’’,
‘‘most’’, ‘‘some’’, ‘‘a little’’, ‘‘or none of the time’’—did
you feel…
(1) Cheerful, (2) in good spirits, (3) extremely happy, (4)
calm, and peaceful, (5) satisfied, and (6) full of life
Life satisfaction
(1) Rate your life overall these days on a scale from 0 to 10,
where 0 = ‘‘worst possible life overall’’ and 10 = ‘‘the
best possible life overall’’

(1) I like most parts of my personality
(2) When I look at the story of my life, I am
pleased with how things have turned out so
far
(3) In many ways, I feel disappointed about
my achievements in life. (-)
Personal growth
(1) For me, life has been a continuous process
of learning, changing, and growth
(2) I think it is important to have new
experiences that challenge how I think about
myself and the world
(3) I gave up trying to make big
improvements changes in my life a long time
ago. (-)

(1) People who do a favor
expect nothing in return
(2) People do not care about
other people’s problems. (-)
(3) I believe that people are
basically kind
Social growth
(1) The world is becoming a
better place for everyone
(2) Society has stopped making
progress. (-)
(3) Society isn’t improving for
people like me. (-)

Purpose in life
(1) Some people wander aimlessly through
life, but I am not one of them

Social contribution
(1) I have something valuable to
give to the world

(2) I live life one data at a time and don’t
really think about the future. (-)

(2) My daily activities do not
create anything worthwhile for
my community

(3) I sometimes feel as if I have done all
there is to do in life. (-)
Environmental mastery

(3) I have nothing important to
contribute to society. (-)
Social coherence

(1) The demands of everyday life often get
me down. (-)

(1) The world is too complex for
me. (-)

(2) In general, I feel I am in charge of the
situation in which I live

(2) I cannot make sense of
what’s going on in the world.
(-)

(3) I am good at managing the
responsibilities of daily life

(3) I find it easy to predict what
will happen next in society

Autonomy

Social integration

(1) I tend to be influenced by people with
strong opinions. (-)

(1) I don’t feel I belong to
anything I’d call a community.
(-)

(2) I have confidence in my own opinions,
even if they are different from the way most
other people think

(2) I feel close to other people in
my community

(3) I judge myself by what I think is
important, not by the values of what others
think is important

3) My community is a source of
comfort

Positive relations with others
(1) Maintaining close relationships has been
difficult and frustrating for me. (-)
(2) People would describe me as a giving
person, willing to share my time with others
(3) I have not experienced many warm and
trusting relationships with others. (-)
Note: A negative sign in parenthesis indicates this item is reverse coded before summed together with the remaining items. Response options for
the psychological and social well-being scales ranged from strongly disagree (1), moderately disagree (2), or slightly disagree (3), to neither
agree nor disagree (4), slightly agree (5), moderately agree (6), to strongly agree (7)
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Table 2 Model fitting results for internalizing psychopathology and well-being from the 1995 MIDUS data
Model

Description

Dv2

Ddf

I

Fully saturated Cholesky decomposition-ACEb

–

–

II

Fully saturated Cholesky decomposition-AE

14.7

40

-130.7

III

Fully saturated Cholesky decomposition-CE

21.2

40

-127.5

DBIC
–

IV

Model II ? all parameters equal in males and females

53.5

78

-229.6

Va

Common pathway factor model for MWB and IP

80.1

116

-341.2

a

Best fit model

b

-2Log-likelihood = 12,919.0, df = 7,826, BIC = -19,263.3

Table 3 Model fitting results for internalizing psychopathology and well-being from the 1995 and 2005 MIDUS data
Model

Description

Dv2

I

Full model-ACEb

–

II

Full model-AE

7.5

28

-88.3

III

Full model-CE

13.1

28

-85.5

IV

Model II ? all parameters equal
in males and females

30.9

46

-168.6

Va

Eliminate 2005-specific genetic and
environmental common factor

57.3

64

-181.7

a

Best fit model

b

-2Log-likelihood = 14,202.9, df = 9,116, BIC = -22,861.4

A1

E1

DBIC

–

–

A2

E1I

A 1I

Ddf

A 1M

Internalizing
Psychopathology

E 1M

E2

A 2M

E 2M

Mental
Well Being

IP M

IP G

IP P

MWB E

MWB S

MWB P

MD
1995

GAD
1995

Panic
1995

EWB
1995

SWB
1995

PWB
1995

A3

E3

A4

E4

A5

E5

A6

E6

A7

E7

A8

E8

A3

E3

A4

E4

A5

E5

A6

E6

A7

E7

A8

E8

Fig. 1 The structure of a simple two common factor model for
Internalizing Psychopathology and Mental Well-Being in the 1995
MIDUS survey. See the text for further details. Shared environmental
effects have been omitted from this figure for the sake of simplicity.
A refers to additive genetic effects and E to individual specific

environmental effects. Other abbreviations are: MD major depression
disorder, GAD generalized anxiety disorder, Panic panic attacks,
EWB emotional well-being, SWB social well-being, and PWB
psychological well-being

determine if the magnitude of the genetic and environmental parameters in our structural model differ between
sexes. Twin model fitting of the raw data was performed
using the Mx software package (Neale et al. 2003). The
goal of model fitting is to achieve a balance between

explanatory power and simplicity. This goal is operationalized by the use of Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
that has been shown to perform particularly well with
complex models as we have used here (Markon and
Krueger 2004). We seek to minimize the BIC value.
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A1

A1I1

A2

E1

E1I1

A2I2

Internalizing
Psychopathology 1

IP1M1

IP1G1

MD
1995

GAD
1995

E2

A3

E2I2

A1M1

Internalizing
Psychopathology 2

IP1M2

IP2M2

IP1G2

MD
2005

E1M1

E3

A3M1

A4

E3M1

A2M2

Mental
Well Being 1

IP2G2

GAD
2005

E2M2

E4

A4M2

E4M2

Mental
Well Being 2

MWB1E1

MWB1P1

MWB1E2 MWB2E2

MWB1P2 MWB2P2

EWB
1995

PWB
1995

EWB
2005

PWB
2005

A5

E5

A6

E6

A7

E7

A8

E8

A9

E9

A10

E10

A11

E11

A12

E12

A5

E5

A6

E6

A7

E7

A8

E8

A9

E9

A10

E10

A11

E11

A12

E12

Fig. 2 The full model for the analysis of Internalizing Psychopathology and Mental Well-Being in both the 1995 and 2005 MIDUS surveys. See
the text for further details and the legend for Fig. 1 for abbreviations

Results
1995 Assessment
Our first set of twin models examined the inter-relationship
between our three measures of MWB and our three measures of IP in the 1995 MIDUS survey data. Our full or
baseline model I was a saturated ACE Cholesky decomposition which included separate parameter estimates for
males and females (Table 1). Model II dropped all shared
environmental pathways and resulted in a large improvement in the BIC (-130.7). Model III dropped all genetic
pathways and also resulted in an improvement in fit over
model I, but was inferior to the fit provided by model II. In
model IV, we then constrained all the parameters in model
II to equality across the sexes, producing a large further
improvement in fit (BIC = -229.6). In model V, we
attempted to substantially simplify these analyses by
applying the model depicted in Fig. 1 and outlined in detail
above. This much simpler model fit well with a large
improvement over model IV (BIC = -341.2). This was
our best fit model and the parameter estimates are given in
Fig. 3.
Of the many results in this model, six are particularly
noteworthy. First, the heritability of the latent factors for IP
and MWB (reflecting paths A1I, A1M, and A2M, respectively, as seen in Fig. 1) were both quite high (61 and 72%,
respectively). Second, the IP factor was well indexed by all
three disorders, most strongly by GAD, followed by MD
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and PA (reflecting paths IPM, IPG, and IPP, respectively).
Third, the general MWB factor was well indexed by all
three of our specific measures, most strongly by psychological MWB (path MWBP), next by emotional MWB (path
MWBE), and least strongly by social MWB (path MWBS).
Fourth, the common factors did not capture all of the
genetic influences on the internalizing disorders and forms
of MWB, with some of them, particularly social and emotional well-being (paths A7 and A6, respectively), having
modest to moderate trait specific genetic effects. Fifth, we
can calculate from this model that the estimated phenotypic
correlation between IP and MWB factors is -0.54 of which
86% is mediated by genetic and 14% by individual specific
environmental factors. (These results are reassuringly similar to the -0.53 correlation observed between the IP and
MWB factors observed in the entire MIDUS sample
(n = 3,032; Keyes 2005). Sixth, and most importantly, the
model permitted us to estimate the proportion of genetic and
environmental influences of general MWB that were shared
with IP. These figures were respectively, 50 and 5%.
1995 and 2005 Assessments
Analysis of the longitudinal two-wave data on IP and
MWB began with the model depicted in Fig. 2 which,
constituted the full model for these analyses. This model
assumed the common factor structure that provided the best
explanation for the 1995 data. Because of computational
limitations, we had to use only two measures of each
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A1

A2

E1

.78
.62
.61 .90 .45 .80

E2

-.60
.60
.52
-.12
-.81 -.43 -.30 .08 .23 .72 .40 .60

Internalizing
Disorders

Mental
Well Being

.78
.68 .89

.88
.72 .99

.68
.57 .78

.69
.63 .74

.62
.57 .67

.83
.78 .88

MD
1995

GAD
1995

Panic
1995

EWB
1995

SWB
1995

PWB
1995

.24
.57
.08
.47
.73
.00
.00 .50 .32 .70 .00 .41 .06 .66 .00 .02 .63 .82

A3

E3

A4

A5

E4

.39
.62
.42
.66
.22
.51
.26 .47 .55 .69 .30 .50 .60 .73 .00 .36 .43 .57

E5

A6

E6

A7

E7

A8

E8

Fig. 3 Parameter estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the best fitting model for Internalizing Psychopathology and Mental Well-Being in
the 1995 MIDUS survey (model V in Table 2). See legend for Fig. 1 for abbreviations

construct, taking those that loaded most strongly on the
common factor in our best fit prior model: MD and GAD
for IP, and emotional and psychological well-being for
MWB.
Model I for these analyses is depicted in Fig. 2. In
models II and III, we dropped, respectively, all shared
environmental and all additive genetic effects. While the fit
improved for both models, model II had the lowest BIC
(-88.3). Model IV constrained all the parameters to
equality in males and females with a large improvement in
the BIC (-168.6). Finally, in model V, we attempted to
simplify this model by dropping the factors (Internalizing
Psychopathology Two and General Well-Being Two) that
reflected specific effects for the 2005 assessment. This
produced a further substantial improvement in fit

A1

(BIC = -181.7) and model V constituted the best fit
model. The parameter estimates for this model are shown
in Fig. 4.
Six points are worth emphasizing about the results of
this model. First, the heritability of the common factor to IP
(61%) and MWB (69%) are reassuringly similar to that
seen when examining only the 1995 data. Second, the
common IP factor is well indexed by past year MD and
GAD as assessed in both 1995 and 2005 with loadings in
the narrow range from ?0.70 to ?0.83. Third, as with the
1995 data, the MWB factor is moderately better indexed by
psychological (loading ?0.81 and 0.82 in 1995 and 2005,
respectively) than by emotional well-being (loading ?0.69
and ?0.68 in 1995 and 2005, respectively). Fourth, as with
the 1995 data, the common factors did not capture all of the

E1

A3

.63
.78
.62 .89 .45 .78

E3

-.53
-.30
.64
-.70 -.39 -.48 -.14 .47 .73

Internalizing
Disorders

.46
.27 .56

Mental
Well Being

.74
.64 .85

.83
.69 .93

.70
.59 .80

.73
.54 .88

.69
.64 .74

.81
.76 .84

.68
.62 .74

.82
.78 .86

MD
1995

GAD
1995

MD
2005

GAD
2005

EWB
1995

PWB
1995

EWB
2005

PWB
2005

.26
.01 .47

.61
.43 .73

.10
.01 .48

.55
.27 .71

.58
.30 .71

.41
.19 .66

.15
.06 .25

.67
.45 .82

.40
.27 .49

.60
.54 .66

.23
.00 .36

.54
.47 .61

.29
.00 .44

.68
.57 .75

.21
.00 .36

.53
.44 .60

A5

E5

A6

E6

A7

E7

A8

E8

A9

E9

A10

E10

A11

E11

A12

E12

Fig. 4 Parameter estimates and 95% confidence intervals the best fitting model for Internalizing Psychopathology and Mental Well-Being in the
1995 and 2005 MIDUS surveys (model V in Table 3). See legend for Fig. 1 for abbreviations
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genetic influences on the specific measures of IP and
MWB. While most of the specific genetic loadings were
low, some—in particular on MD in 2005 and emotional
MWB in 1995—were substantial. Fifth, we can calculate,
from this model, that the estimated phenotypic correlation
between our IP and MWB factors is -0.60 of which 69% is
mediated by genetic, and 31% by individual specific
environmental, factors. Sixth, and most importantly, this
model permitted us to obtain a second estimate of the
proportion of genetic and environmental influences of
MWB that were shared with IP. These figures for our
longitudinal data were, respectively, 41 and 29%.

Discussion
The goal of this article was to evaluate three hypotheses
about the nature of the relationship between the genetic and
environmental influences on IP and MWB. We evaluated
this question using two inter-related sets of data from the
national MIDUS twin study. Our first approach utilized
only the 1995 data and examined all three measures of IP
(i.e., past year diagnosis of MD, GAD, and PA) and the
three measures of MWB (i.e., the scales assessing emotional, social, and psychological well-being). The best fit
model was a simple one in which both IP and MWB were
identified as common factors, each indexed by the three
relevant measures. Exactly half of the genetic influences of
the common factor of MWB were shared with the IP
common factor and 50% were independent.
These results are inconsistent with both the first and
third hypothesis: that genes for MWB were either unrelated
or very closely related to those for IP. Rather, these findings were as predicted by the second hypothesis: that
genetic influences on MWB can be meaningfully divided
into two groups—those that convey a low risk for IP and
those which impact more directly on the positive features
of MWB. This hypothesis has been previously referred to
by Keyes as the ‘‘dual continua model’’ (Keyes 2005). By
contrast, we found a much lower sharing of environmental
risk factors. Environmental influences on MWB were, in
this model, largely independent of those that impact on IP.
Our second approach to this question utilized both the
1995 and 2005 data from the MIDUS, permitting us to look
at the temporally stable influences on IP and MWB.
Because of computational limitations, these analyses were
restricted to two measures each of IP and MWB. Our
analyses again produced a simple best fit model with one
common IP factor that loaded substantially on measures of
past year MD and GAD obtained 10 years apart, and one
common MWB factor that loaded strongly on the measures
of emotional and psychological MWB obtained in 1995
and 2005. This model estimated that genetic risk factors for
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the temporally stable component of IP were responsible for
41% of the genetic influences on the temporally stable
measures of MWB. These results are reassuringly similar
to those obtained from our first design and further support
the second hypothesis articulated above—that important
components of the genetic influences on MWB are partially
shared with, and another portion is largely independent
from, the risk to IP. However, in the model with longitudinal data, we found a level of sharing of environmental
risk factors that, while still modest (29%), was substantially higher than that estimated with our first cross-sectional design (5%). These results suggest, consistent with
clinical experience, that environmental events able to
produce an enduring effect on liability to IP have more of
an impact on MWB than events that have a more transient
impact on risk for IP.
Our best fit twin models permit us to examine the degree
to which genetic and environmental factors are responsible
for the observed inverse relationship between IP and
MWB. Examining our cross-sectional measures of MWB
and one-year prevalence of IP, a very high proportion
(86%) of the IP-MWB phenotypic correlation resulted from
gene factors. When we modeled our two measures of
MWB and IP assessed a decade apart, the picture differed
somewhat. Now, genetic factors accounted for about twothirds and stable environmental influences one-third of the
phenotypic relationship between IP and MWB.
We found no evidence for quantitative sex effects in our
model fitting. These findings suggest that, despite the
consistent evidence for higher rates of IP in women, the
underlying pattern of the association between IP and MWB
are stable across the sexes.
These results can be usefully interpreted in the context
of two prior reports. First, the factor structure we obtained
for our measures of MWB which were examined jointly
with IP in our analyses with the 1995 data are nearly
identical to those found when we examined these MWB
measures in this sample on their own (Keyes et al. 2010).
Second, Nes et al. (Nes et al. 2008) recently examined, in
young adult Norwegian twins, the inter-relationship
between current symptoms of anxiety and depression and a
single-item assessment of life satisfaction. While using a
different approach to twin modeling, and finding sex differences (which we did not), their qualitative conclusions
were similar to ours in that they found substantial but far
from complete overlap in the genetic risk factors for anxiety/depression and life satisfaction.
Limitations
First, the sample size of twins is modest, so we have limited power to detect subtle effects (Neale et al. 1994).
Second, the twins were ascertained indirectly via relatives
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so we cannot be certain that biases did not creep into this
process. We can explore whether cooperation in our 2005
sample was representative of the 1995 sample with respect
to the key variables in our analysis. We examined whether
age, sex, a history of MD, GAD, and PA in the last year or
levels of emotional, psychological, and social well-being
predicted cooperation in our 2005 survey. Of the eight
variables examined, two were significant at marginal levels
of significance (P = 0.04) that would not withstand multiple test corrections. Higher levels of social well-being and
a history of PA both modestly predicted increased cooperation. These results do not suggest that our follow-up
sample was markedly biased with respect to our key variables of interest. Third, the MIDUS sample has a wide age
range and our twin modeling did not formally correct for
age effects. Regression analysis indicated that the associations between the well-being and psychopathology variables we examined and age were quite modest with the
exception of emotional well-being measured in 1995,
where age accounted for 3.1% of the variance. We therefore examined our best fit model regressing age effects out
of all three of our well-being measures. The results were
very similar to those seen in Fig. 3, suggesting that age
effects minimally contributed to our reported parameter
estimates.

Conclusions
These analyses shed light on an important aspect of the
human condition—how risk factors for common psychiatric illness impact on human flourishing. We found that the
preponderance of the inverse relationship between IP and
MWB resulted from the impact of genetic factors. However, only about half of the genetic influences on a highly
heritable and comprehensive measure of MWB derive from
genetic risk factors for IP. That is, the dual continua
observed at the phenotypic level in the general population
(Keyes 2005) reflect a dual continua at the genetic level.
In common sense language, this means that while it is
more difficult to reach high levels of well-being if you
inherit strong genetic risk factors for depressive and anxiety disorders, this can be achieved. A strong dose of
genetic liability to psychiatric illness does not ordain low
levels of well-being. Furthermore, low levels of genetic
risk for IP by no means guarantee a life well-lived. Rather
than being an artifact, the dual continua arises, in large
measure, because the genetic propensity for positive mental
health is in part independent of the genetic liability for
common internalizing disorders. From a genetic as well as
a phenotypic perspective, mental health is both influenced
by, but considerably more than, the absence of mental
illness.
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